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& DINNER CELEBRATES
HAROLD & CAROLE’S
LOVE OF FAMILY AND SPORTS.
HONORING THEIR MEMORY,
THIS EVENT RAISES MONEY

HONORING

FOR THE FIGHT AGAINST CANCER.
Dennis Rodman & Dana Pump

John Salley, David Pump & Isaiah Thomas

Ladanian Tomlison

Mamadou Ndiaye
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I pray my words will adequately express my gratitude and appreciation for all
the services, love and support I’ve received from the doctors, nurses, and staff
at the Leavey Cancer Center at Northridge Hospital.
I would not be here today had it not been for their expertise and compassionate
care through my most difficult time fighting back from 4th stage Multiple
Myeloma. Their Center’s high standards in caregiving- both physically and
emotionally are second to none. I am living proof of that.
With my unending gratitude,
Edwina L.

THE HAROLD & CAROLE PUMP FOUNDATION – DEDICATED
TO RAISING FUNDS AND CREATING AWARENESS FOR THE
TREATMENT AND CURE OF CANCER
The Harold & Carole Pump Foundation (H&CPF)
honors a beloved father who lost his battle with
cancer in 2000 and a loving mother who passed away
in 2012. Using their unique relationship-building
talents and skills, their sons Dana and David Pump
working with Northridge Hospital Foundation, have
raised more than $7 million for the Carole Pump
Women’s Center, the Harold and Carole Pump
Department of Radiation Oncology, and the Thomas
and Dorothy Leavey Cancer Center at Northridge
Hospital Medical Center and other non-profit
community charities.
The mission of the Harold & Carole Pump Foundation
is to raise funds and create awareness for the
treatment and cure of cancer. By engaging the
community, sports leaders, and those touched by the
disease, financial support is given to develop cancer
treatments, programs and services and to obtain the
most advanced medical technologies.

The Carole Pump Women’s Center has
been very helpful with patients such
as myself. They have an awesome
Navigator Program and team that I
am thankful for. I have been coming
here for the last five years for my yearly
mammogram screenings, thanks to the
Pumps Foundation. Service is great
and they have a very courteous team.
I have all praises for them!
Thank you for taking care of me!
Maria L.

EDUCATION AND FREE SCREENINGS
Educating the community about cancer prevention and
early detection is vital to the health of our residents.
With free education and cancer screenings, lives can be
saved with early detection. In 2016, the Harold & Carole
Pump Foundation Outreach Program attended 83
community events and educated 7,783 people on
cancer awareness. Education was provided in both
English and Spanish.
Thanks to the generosity of the Harold & Carole Pump
Foundation, the Carole Pump Women’s Center hosted 12
FREE health fairs for the uninsured in our community.
“Reaching Out Health Fairs” attract hundreds of people
who receive free breast evaluations and screenings.
Since prevention is key, attendees also learn how to
decrease their chances of a cancer diagnosis. In 2016,
the Harold & Carole Pump Foundation provided 679
people with the following FREE health screenings:

411
Mammograms

56 107
18 18

Diagnostic
Mammograms

Ultrasound
Needle Placements

Ultrasounds

Biopsies

69
Follow-up
Consultations

As a long-term patient of the Northridge Hospital’s infusion clinic I can absolutely
endorse the nurses and other health care staff there. They are professionally
excellent and caring. They are also patient oriented, in that they are always
personable and friendly with their charges, while working hard to keep up with
the work load. In a generally stress-laden workplace, they remain calm and very
accessible to the patients. In sometimes uncomfortable and worrisome
situations they are “Bright lights” in the universe. I enjoy my day’s coming for
infusions, as I feel I am among friends, not just professionals taking care of me.
Gary B.
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Many times we take life for granted, especially our health, until one day when we are told we have an illness, it is then that we realize
nothing is guaranteed. For the past few months after I was diagnosed, I visited the Leavey Cancer Center almost every day, and had
the opportunity to see walking angels in action that greeted me with a beautiful smile and have given me hope for better days. It is

MISSION STATEMENT

now that I understand the true meaning of life. I have to thank these three angels- Roxanne, Adrienne, & Kavita who fill my heart with
hope and joy. I cannot forget the entire staff that is so helpful, especially Dr. Ronald Tang who is an exceptional doctor at Northridge.
Thank you to all and God bless you.

The mission of the Harold & Carole

Garbis K.

Pump Foundation is to raise funds and
create awareness for the treatment

FAMILY PLAN – PATIENT NAVIGATOR
Finding compassionate support is important,
especially for new patients who are overwhelmed
with a cancer diagnosis. A patient navigator
serves as a personal guide who meets with
inpatients and outpatients one-on-one to better
acquaint them with the Carole Pump Women’s
Center, the Harold and Carole Pump Department
of Radiation Oncology and the Leavey Cancer
Center. Through the generous support of the
Harold & Carole Pump Foundation, patients can
rely on their Navigator for compassionate support,
encouragement and education to ensure they
have every available resource to make informed
decisions regarding treatment, options and
symptoms management.

Family Plan –Support, Comfort
and Home Health
The Family Plan Fund assists patients and their
families with payment for services or equipment

needs. Patients who are hospitalized or at home
with a cancer diagnosis face many difficult hours
filled with painful treatments, unpleasant side
effects, invasive tests, and much uncertainty. This
is interspersed with periods of boredom,
depression and fatigue – making it a very difficult
time for the patient and their families.

Michael Buffer

Dave Winfield

and cure of cancer. By engaging the

Shaun Robinson

Omar Miller

David Pump, Kurt Rambis & Dana Pump

touched by this disease, financial
support is given to the development
of cancer treatments, programs and
services as well as the procurement

In 2016, the H&CPF provided cancer patients with
over 1,950 hours of home healthcare and
one-on-one support.

Family Plan – Transportation to
Those in Need

Cedric the Entertainer

community, sports leaders, and those

of advanced medical technologies.
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For those cancer patients with no means of travel,
the Harold & Carole Pump Foundation has
budgeted a portion of their funding to provide
transportation to and from the hospital for
treatment and tests. This past year the
Foundation provided 2,448 trips. This service
continues to be a tremendous benefit for those in
need.
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